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Adair, Vivyan – Women’s Studies


Amar, Abhishek – Religious Studies


Ambrose, Douglas – History


Anechiarico, Frank - Government


Bailey, David – Geological Sciences


Balkan, Erol – Economics


Barry, Joyce – Women’s Studies


Bart, Kenneth – Microscopy and Imaging Facility


Bartle, John – Russian Studies


Beck, Charlotte – Anthropology


Bedient, Richard - Mathematics


Borton, Jennifer – Psychology


Boutin, Debra – Mathematics


Briones, Luisa – Hispanic Studies

Buchman, Heather - Music

---. *Concerts*. Symphoria, Syracuse, NY, November 15-17, 2012.

Buckner-Inniss, Lolita – Women’s Studies


Burke, Jessica – Hispanic Studies

Cafruny, Alan - Government


Cannavo, Peter – Government


Carter, Donald – Africana Studies


Casey, Cheryl - Communication


Chambliss, Daniel – Sociology

Chang, Wei-Jen – Biology


Cockburn, Sally – Mathematics


Collett, Katherine – Library


Connolly, Natalia - Physics


Conover, Emily – Economics


Cryer, Mark – Theater


Domack, Cynthia – Geological Sciences


Domack, Eugene – Geological Sciences


Drogus, Carol – Government


Eldevik, John – History


Elgren, Timothy – Chemistry

Zadvorny, Oleg A, Janice E. Lucon, Robin Gerlach, Nikolay A. Zorin, Trevor Douglas, Timothy E. Elgren, and John W. Peters. “Photo-Induced H2 Production by [NiFe]-

Ellingson, Stephen – Sociology


Fox Tree, Erich – Religious Studies


Franklin, A. Todd – Philosophy


Gannon, Christiane – English and Creative Writing


Gant, Laurie - Art


Gilbert, Dennis – Sociology

Gilbert, Dennis. Review of *The Making of the Middle Class: Toward a Transnational History*.” Reviews in History. 1297 (August 2012). Available at http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/1297


Gold, Barbara – Classics


---. “Teaching Ancient Comedy: Joking about Race, Ethnicity and Slavery.” In *Teaching Uncomfortable Subjects in the Classics Classroom*, eds. F. McHardy and N. Rabinowitz. Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press. Forthcoming.


Goldberg, Steve – Art History


Goodale, Nathan – Anthropology


Grant, Kevin – History


Guttman, Naomi – English and Creative Writing


---. “Thin Wishes” *Cincinnati Review*. 9, no. 2 (Fall, 2012).


Guyot-Bender, Martine – French


---. “Staging the Global through the Local. Iska Films of Displacement.” *SubStance*. Forthcoming.

Hall, Tina – English and Creative Writing

Heekin, Elaine – Dance


Holland, Andrew - Theater


Hopkins, Robert - Music


Hwangpo, Mihyang – Hispanic Studies


Isserman, Maurice – History


Janack, Marianne – Philosophy


Jensen, Elizabeth – Economics

Jin, Hong – East Asian Languages and Literature


Johnson, Gbemende – Government


Jones, Derek – Economics

---. “Employee Ownership as a Mechanism to Enhance Corporate Governance and Moderate Executive Pay Levels.” *Interfaces*. Forthcoming.
Advances in the Economic Analysis of Participatory and Labour Managed Firms. Forthcoming.

Jones, George – Anthropology


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature


Kantrowitz, Robert – Mathematics


Keller, Shoshana – History

Kelly, Alfred – History


Knight, Robert - Art

---. “(images)” 3200K. 31 January 2012. Available at http://www.thirtytwohundredk.com/day/2012/01/31
---. Holiday Exhibition. Kirkland Art Center, Clinton, NY.
---. LaGrange National. LaGrange Art Museum, LaGrange, GA.
---. MassArt Alumni Exhibit. Fountain Studios, Brooklyn, NY.
---. Splendor Gala Auction. Wadsworth Museum of Art, Hartford, CT.
---. Texas National 2012. SFA State University, Nacogdoches, TX.

Kolb, G. Roberts – Music

---. Tapestry.
Koukjian, Mireille – Critical Languages


Krueger, Roberta - French


Kuharic, Katherine – Art


Kuruwita, Chinthaka – Mathematics


Lacsamana, Anne – Women’s Studies


LaDousa, Paul – Anthropology


Larson, Doran – English and Creative Writing


Lee, Charlotte – Government

Lee, Elizabeth – Sociology


Lehmann, Timothy - Government


Lloyd, Richard – Dance


MacDonald, Scott – Art History


---. “Knots in the Head: An Interview with Michael Glawogger.” *Film Quarterly.* 66, no. 1 (Fall 2012): 40-49.

Major, Seth – Physics


Marcus, Russell – Philosophy


McCormick, Michael – Biology


McEnroe, John – Art History


Merrill, Heather – Africana Studies


Miller, Sueann – Biology

Muirhead, Robert – Art

Muirhead, Robert. Artist. [15 pieces.] The Robinson Rare Book and Fine Print Gallery, Harrisburg, PA. Permanent Exhibit.


---. The XL-XS Show. Maryland Federation of Art, Circle Gallery, Annapolis, MD, 2012.

Murtaugh, Rebecca – Art


Mwantuali, Joseph – French


---. Tell This to My Mother. Houston, TX: SPBRA. Forthcoming.


Odamtten, Vincent – English

Oerlemans, Onno - English


Olarinmoye, Omobolaji – Government


Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literature


O'Neal, John – French

---. “Rousseau vs. Facebook.” Le Temps. 6 July 2012, 8.

O'Neill, Patricia – English


Orvis, Stephen – Government


Owen, Ann – Economics


Paquette, Robert – History


Pearle, Philip – Physics


Pellman, Samuel – Music

---. ngc6357 (with video by Miranda Raimondi '08). International Workshop on Computer Music and Audio Technology, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan. November 30, 2012

Pliskin, Jeffrey – Economics


Rabinowitz, Nancy – Comparative Literature

---. “Greek Tragedy, Enslaving or Liberating, the example of Rita Dove’s The Darker Face of the Earth.” In Greek Drama in the Americas, ed. Patrice Rankine. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Forthcoming.

Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature


Ravven, Heidi – Religious Studies


Plate, S. Brent – Religious Studies


**Rubino, Carl – Classics**


**Rutz, Henry – Anthropology**


**Sabadell-Nieto, Juana – Hispanic Studies**


**Salzillo, William - Art**

---. *80th SAGA Members Exhibition*. Delind Gallery of the Arts, Milwaukee, WI, Forthcoming.
---. *Crossroads*. The Giles Gallery, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY, Forthcoming.

**Sciacca, Franklin – German and Russian Languages and Literature**

Seager, Richard – Religious Studies


Simon, Robert – Philosophy


Springer, Jane – English and Creative Writing


Terrell, Katherine – English


**Thickstun, Margaret – English**


**Trivedi, Lisa – History**


**Urciuoli, Bonnie – Anthropology**


**Vasantkumar, Christopher – Anthropology**


**Vaughan, Jonathan – Psychology**


**Videras, Julio – Economics**


**Wang, Zhuoyi – East Asian Languages and Literature**


**Weldon, Douglas – Psychology**


**Werner, Richard – Philosophy**


Westmaas, Nigel – Africana Studies


Widiss, Benjamin – English and Creative Writing


Williams, Ernest – Biology


Willstedt, Maria – Hispanic Studies


Wilson, Thomas – History


Woods, Michael - Music


Wu, Stephen – Economics


Wyckoff, Paul – Government

Xu, De Bao – Chinese


Yao, Steven - English


Zylan, Yvonne – Sociology